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No surprise Boeing going out of state
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The fact that Boeing is going out of Washington state has long been
prophesied by many of us in Boeing.
Boeing has been outsourcing for decades in a not-so-subtle
response to growing government tyranny. Socialism and all ISMs
only work until it devours the incentive to create work and to work.
Isms consume themselves. Any “Ism” that uses force and deception
to shark out competition and free choice ultimately creates economic
cannibalism.
Whether it is the sharking predatory nature of federal, state, county
or city municipal corporations or a sharking monopolistic private
institutions, e.g. central banking, both have the power to destroy a
nation in a few hundred years.
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Labor is squeezed by the public and private institutions. How can artificial bodies, i.e. public or private
corporations, compel the other to do what neither is capable or willing to do themselves, e.g. protect labor?
How can municipal and private corporations magically provide and protect what they consume, i.e. the
private property and labor of the natural born Americans? How can they protect you while they consume
you?
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How can the natural born become free, unless they free themselves from the corrupt systems of forced
taxes, usurious interest, non allodial titles, legal fiction regulations, unconstitutional monetary debt debased
currency, the hidden tax of inflation, disappearing rights?
The system now consumes the property of the natural born and their labor and converts it into debt which is
again converted into uncountable takings of life and property.
Individuals and businesses will never become truly free in the existing system while in fact we are being
enslaved and imprisoned. We must free ourselves of the system first. We are enslaved BECAUSE of this
system. You can see how the system forces out business and labor in the attached two examples. And there
are tens of thousands more examples of this nature.
The root of all evil threads up through city, county, state and federal governments, then to their specialinterest groups then to the central banks then to global groups who wield power over your nation’s life and
death and your public and private property.
No one will be free until we all live in a system which is truly free choice. To pretend we are free, when
business and the natural born are chained up, is the height of delusion and insanity, i.e. expecting something
different to happen, while doing the same thing century after century.
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There will be more coming on how the system creates the illusion of protection while it steals you and your
family blind, generation after generation, ultimately bankrupting the sovereign natural born and the
independent states, i.e. the goose that lays the golden eggs.
Natural-born Americans must wake each other up and take back all that has been lost and all that was never
given of our free and divine unalienable rights. No artificial body, no special interest, no national emergency,
no globalist, no green extreme, no political party, no majority, no minority, no judge, no Congress person, no
executive, no lawyer is given authority or jurisdiction over your God-given, 62 and counting, birthrights.
We are living in the richest nation on earth that has bankrupted itself multiple times as well as bankrupting its
own independent states and the sovereign and free, natural-born state Citizens. This nation and its states
and the foreign aliens are feeding off the blood of the sons and daughters of this land.
Wake up, everyone, and expose the lies, corruption and massive debt that the American system has been
built upon. All of this has been for selfish special interest greed and power. All of it is unnecessary. First we
must have the truth, then the spirit will return and the new body of true individual and state freedom and
liberty will unfold.
Demand to be completely free and accept no artificial or genetically modified substitutes, especially that end
in “isms”.
– Jack Venrick
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